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Aviation Trends Study is Underway!
O
ne of the first products of the
Regional General Aviation and
Heliport System Plan is a detailed
overview of national aviation trends
and how they are expected to impact
aviation activity in North Central
Texas. Specific trends that are
discussed include the following:
Trend 1: Corporate Aviation
will continue to lead general
aviation growth in the nation
and the region and link North
Central Texas globally.

Corporate aviation will be the biggest
generator of growth in general aviation
in the next decade. New technologies
in aircraft manufacturing, avionics, and
navigation have made the ownership of
corporate aircraft more economically
possible for more companies. The rise
in production of next generation

aircraft such as the Very Light Jets has
the potential to accelerate this growth
sharply in North Central Texas. General
aviation airports will respond to this
demand with higher quality and greater
number of facilities to support this
trend.
Trend 2: The sustainability of
general aviation airports will
become increasingly important both economically and
environmentally.

Economic sustainability or the
ability of the airport to cover its
operating expenses with revenues
generated on the airport is a key factor
in overall airport sustainability. The
management of the airport as a
business entity will change from a
perception of a public utility to a
public service with an associated value

and revenue sourcing. This demand
and expectation for economic
performance will require increased
business skills in airport management.
Airport sustainability will be tested
in terms of its impact on the
environment. Its physical, operational,
environmental and socio-political
abilities to contribute positively to the
surrounding communities, the region,
the state and the nation will become
increasingly important.
Businesses using individualized
aviation resources will increasingly
need new alternatives to landing at
large crowded airfields.
Also, airports will see an increasing
need to plan wisely for service and
capacity improvements as the area is
classified as being in non-attainment
for the pollutant ozone.
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Trend 3: The value of existing
airport properties will increase
as the region grows.

The ability of an airport community
to capitalize on and maintain this value
increase will depend on community
vision and action, ground access,
public awareness, airspace, and a viable
and energetic airport business
operation that affords flexibility and
options for the business traveller.
The value of land tends to develop
toward its highest and best use over
time. Maintaining the value of an
airport as the highest and best use of
property will demand community
support and positive regional results
from its operation.
Specifically, communities will either
support their airports through
compatible land use planning and
corollary zoning protection, or their
airports may be forced to close due to
incompatible urban development.
Trend 4: Availability and
access to aviation related
information will change the
regional aviation system.

The speed of information has
outpaced the speed of aircraft.
Increasing access to more and more
pertinent information will make the
system more efficient, safer, and easier
to access. The ability to share lessons
learned and analyses between airports
and aviators will increase the opportunities for more profitable business
operations at all regional airports.
The accessibility of information can
also serve to improve the community
awareness and appreciation of the
positive impacts generated by regional
aviation.
Information exchange will be largely
influenced by the development of a
Regional Aviation Data Management
System, used to track important
statistics related to aviation
operations, weather, security, and
other elements of the system.

Trend 5: Funding for
development of general aviation
in the region will reveal new
opportunities for public-private
and public-public partnerships.

Leveraging money has always been
good businesses and as historic general
aviation funding streams diminish or are
changed drastically, new and creative
opportunities will be presented which
offer win-win situations for the airports,
their communities, the government
entities, and the investors. As economic
benefits of airports are realized and
honored on a more regional basis, more
community and governmental support
for creative leveraging will occur.
Encouraging private investment in
aviation facilities will become an
increasingly important tool for
improving capacity at our general
aviation airports and heliports.
Trend 6: The handling of
commercial passenger traffic is
changing on a national basis.

Point to point origination/destination
versus hubbing and the advent of ondemand, per-seat operations will offer
new opportunities for general aviation
airports in the region.
The regional potential for
accommodating point-to-point
passenger service at some of the general
aviation airports will increase in the next
decade. Required operations already
exist at many of the regional facilities to
handle some of the proposed scenarios,
including on-demand per-seat
operations such as Day Jet.
Trend 7: The history of
aviation development, in the
region centered on strong,
driving, and often competing
socio-political forces, will
continue into the future.

The competitive nature of economic
development activities, especially
those tied to the enormous benefits of
aviation and transportation related
developments, will strongly influence
the means and the methods in which
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future development will occur.
Communities which recognize and
employ these tools will be more
successful in both the protection and
development of their aviation assets.
Trend 8: General aviation
airports will have the
opportunity to assume new,
innovative, and economically
stable roles.

New airport development roles will
emerge with the new technologies and
operational capabilities of the aviation
industry. Airports will become
sustainable by realizing achievable and
profitable roles and by not focusing on
development beyond the realistic
limitations of a particular facility and
location. The trend will lead supportive
communities to re-center themselves
around their airports.
The forecast is toward some new
categories of airports based on a
focused combination of their service
and business model. The key will be to
adopt a way forward that creates a
sustainable budget built upon a solid
foundation of sustainable services. Just
as not every airport can provide
commercial passenger service, not
every airport can be the prime
corporate aviation destination. Finding
and building on the right balance at a
particular airport will establish that
airport’s place in the future and in the
regional aviation system.
Trend 9: Because aviation
labor and skill sets are on the
decline, educational
opportunities in the fields of
aviation are needed to ensure a
pipeline to the future.

The decline of both pilots and
aircraft mechanics will put a strain on
the development of aviation assets and
on the cost of those services.
Additional programs that increase
youth awareness of the aviation
industry are needed as are advanced
educational opportunities in the field
of aviation.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Aviation Program Needed in
Texas’ Higher Education System
T

he aviation industry’s
workforce must be educated
and innovative in order to meet
the challenges of this dynamic
industry, a representative of the
Texas Transportation Institute told
attendees at the Aviation Summit.
Moreover, the Texas aviation
industry is not being served,
given the lack of comprehensive
educational opportunities in the
state.

the country and in Texas and to
recommend the ideal four-year
degree program for the state to
be competitive in training its own
workforce for the demands of the
aviation industry.
The study highlighted the fact
that the University of Oklahoma’s
Department of Aviation and College
of Continuing Education in Norman
recruit so many students out of
Texas that Norman is referred to as

Texas lacks a public university
with a comprehensive four-year
college program for students
who would like to pursue a career
in aviation management while
receiving flight training at the
school.
Baylor University’s Institute
for Air Science through its joint
program with Texas State Technical
College (both in Waco) focuses
on air quality and alternative fuel

“This is not about vocational
education,” said Jeff Borowiec,
Ph.D., Associate Research Scientist,
TTI, Texas A & M University System.
Making up today’s workforce are
pilots, airport
managers,
air traffic
controllers,
safety/security
specialists,
skilled
technicians/
mechanics,
consulting
engineers/
planners,
educators,
flight planners/
dispatchers,
meteorologists, software developers,
military personnel and fixed base
operators.
North Central Texas has one
of the largest concentrations of
aviation-related businesses in the
world, making a $23 billion annual
impact on the region. There are
1,300 aviation-related businesses
and 181,000 documented aviationrelated jobs, with a total of $5 billion
in annual salaries.
The Texas Department of
Transportation, Aviation Division,
sponsored a recent study by TTI to
look at aviation programs across

“Little DFW.” OU offers a BS degree
for a professional pilot and for
aviation management. It is staffed
by six faculty and 30 others including
flight instructors.

research. Embry-Riddle has a
presence in Texas, with classes
offered at military installations,
and several community colleges
across the state offer basic courses,
primarily in
maintenance.
Texas Southern
University,
Houston, has
an aviation
management
program but no
school-sanctioned
flight program.
Tarleton State
University in
central Texas offers
an aviation science
degree but does
not provide freshman or sophomore
level classes towards that degree.
The ideal program should offer
a solid core curriculum in both
professional pilot and aviation
management tracks as well as
a maintenance/avionics track (a
support flight program). Attractive
aviation elective courses would
include air cargo, business/
corporate aviation, general aviation
management, aviation finance and
aviation marketing. Strong ties
to the industry are essential for
internships, work-coop and general
employment opportunities. m

Other schools researched by
TTI included the Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, OK; Southeast
Oklahoma State University, Durant,
OK; Louisiana Tech, Ruston, LA;
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ;
University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks, ND; The Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH; Auburn University,
Auburn, AL; Purdue University,
West Lafayette, IN; Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, IL; Western
Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI;
University of Nebraska, Omaha, NE;
and Kansas State University,
Salina, KS.

R e p o r t
S u m m i t
A v i a t i o n
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Highlights of the First Aviation Summit
A
bout 150 attendees joined aviation planning and

Airport Development Specialist, Clough Harbour

management experts at the Aviation Summit

and Associates, LLP; Dr. Jeffrey Borowiec, Ph.D.,

on August 21, 2007, in Arlington, Texas. Sponsored

Associate Research Scientist, Texas Transportation

by the North Central Texas Council of Governments,

Institute; Dr. Dave Byers, Department Advisor,

the event publicly announced the Regional General

College of Aeronautics, Florida Institute of

Aviation and Heliport System Plan being funded by

Technology; Greg Juro, Assistant Manager

the Federal Aviation Administration.

for Traffic Management, DFW Tower/TRACON,

Attending were airport managers, aviation

Federal Aviation Administration; Michael Morris,

professionals, pilots, and municipal officials.

Director of Transportation, NCTCOG; Ken Pyatt,

Questions that were addressed included: (1) when

President, Sky Helicopters; Mike Sims, Senior

and how will new flight technologies change the

Program Manager, North Central Texas Council of

aviation market; (2) how will regional growth help

Governments (NCTCOG); Paul Van Gelder, Aviation

or hurt aviation resources; (3) who will be the

Program Director, Clough Harbour and Associates,

new customers and the next workforce in General

LLP; Bobby Waddle, Mayor, City of DeSoto; Randal

Aviation; (4) where can cooperation or competition

A. Weidemann, President, R.A. Wiedemann &

between aviation resources help or hurt the region,

Associates, Inc.; and Rachel Wiggins, Senior

and (5) what can airport business planning do.

Transportation Planner, NCTCOG.

Speakers were Don Barbour, Executive
Marketing Director, Bell Helicopter; Chris Basham,

For more information about the Aviation
Summit, go to www.nctcog.org/aviationsummit. m

Super Bowl may launch greater use of general
aviation jets and vertical flight technologies

T

ransportation planners working

North Central Texas Council of

and landings each year for every

on the 2011 Super Bowl will

Governments, a temporary helipad

100 people living in the area,

likely put some fans in the clouds, as

could be as simple as clearing out a

according to the NCTCOG. That

the highways in the sky over North

parking lot downtown or as unique

ranks this area third among the

Central Texas are utilized to efficiently

as landing on the baseball field at

country’s ten largest metropolitan

move people on game day.

Rangers Ballpark in Arlington. He

areas for general aviation

discussed the use of Alliance Airport

operations.

In addition to Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport and Dallas

by high-income patrons on corporate

Love Field, the 16-county area has

jets who visit Fort Worth for NASCAR

“per-seat, on-demand” service in

more than 50 other public airports

races. Many of these visitors take a

Florida and hopes to expand to

available to general aviation fliers.

helicopter from Alliance Airport to

Texas in the next 18 to 24 months,

Planners are hoping to use almost

the Texas Motor Speedway, where

said Chris Basham, aviation

half of them to move people around

there are six helipads.

consultant with Clough Harbour and

before and after the big game. For

With all the airports and Fortune

DayJet is launching what it calls

Associates. The service works like

example, Bell Helicopter Textron

500 executives already in North

fractional-jet ownership, allowing

is considering using the civilian

Texas, it is not surprising that

customers to pay their share for

version of the V-22 tilt-rotor aircraft

the region is one of the country’s

on-demand service. A customer

as air taxis pending production

busiest for general aviation fliers.

simply calls the service with their

schedules in the next few years. The

The region has the largest number

desired flight times and locations,

aircraft lifts straight off the ground

of general aviation jets based here.

and is given a reservation for air

like a helicopter, and then tilts its

About 15 jets for every 100,000

taxi service tailored to their needs.

rotors to fly like an airplane.

people are in North Texas hangars.

The broader the range, the less

The Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan

expensive the ticket is, Basham

area averages almost 35 takeoffs

said. m

According to Michael Morris,
transportation director at the
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Aviation Trends
Study Underway
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Trend 10: Non-aeronautical
revenue will become a major
source of airport revenues for
general aviation airports.

The opportunity to develop better
non-aeronautical revenue sources will
be dependent on additional land
available for development and on
mutually beneficial through-thefence operations. It is anticipated
that revenue streams from nonaeronautical revenue sources will
comprise upwards of 60% of the
airport operating funds.

Trend 11: Aviation and its
spin-offs will become an
increasing contributor to the
economic gains in the region.

Substantial growth spurts and
continuing economic rewards have
been reaped from the regional
economy’s reliance on and support of
the aviation industry. General
aviation is an important and strong
component of the region’s economy.
The aviation system affords one of the
most expeditious and efficient
connections of this region to the rest
of the world. Effective system
planning will facilitate the growth of
industry and the protection of the
quality of life in the region.
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Trend 12: Technology will
change the rules for aviation
and aviation development.

The increasing surge of
technological improvements will
change the entire system - the
aircraft, the airspace, the aviator, the
airports and even the airport
community. These changes will
manifest themselves in the physical,
operational, environmental,
economic and socio-political aspects
of the aviation system. Technology
will change the aircraft and the way
they operate, leading to changes in
airport designs, development, and
operations. m

Planning for the Future of Aviation
in North Central Texas

North Central Texas
Council of Governments
Transportation Department

North Central Texas Council of Governments
P.O. Box 5888 | Arlington, TX 76005-5888
www.nctcog.org

The BA-609 is the civilian version
of the military’s V-22 tilt-rotor
aircraft. It lifts straight off the
ground like a helicopter, then
tilts its rotors about 90 degrees
to fly like an airplane. This
aircraft is manufactured by Bell/
Agusta Aerospace Company and
is currently being flight-tested at
Bell’s Flight Research Center in
Arlington, Texas. m

